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<-                    Abstract

An analysis of the temperature structure in the GCR-2 fuel elements
and coolant stream at the position.where.the maximum fuel element surface
temperature exidts was presented in a previous paper (ORNL CF 58-5-97).

It was felt that the peripheral temperature variation bxisting on the fuel
rods.as  brought  out  in  that  analysis  was due mainly  t6 the poor  flow  disi
tribution of the coolant with respect to the heat flux.  Thd most expedient

way to alleviate this situation without changing the fuel element assembly
itself is to scallop the channel so that it becomes, in effect, seven chan-
nels merged together to form a single passage. 'This geometry was studied
by,use of the IBM 704 digital computer in much the same way the earlier :

problems were investigated.  Since the heat transfer coefficient depends
much more strongly  on  free  flbw area  than  on.equi lent  diametor,  the  freeflow area of the model reported +on herein was made equ 1 to that of the
3 *25' in. circular channel   so   that a comparison  02  the   resulte  of   the   two
donfigurations would be meaningful.
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NOTICE

This document contains information of a preliminary
namre and was prepared primarily for internal use
al de Oak Ridge National Laboratory.  Il is subiect
to    revision or correctidn   and   therefore   does   not
represent a final report.
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an
agency of the United States Government. Neither the United States
Government nor any agency Thereof, nor any of their employees,
makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal
liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or
usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process
disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately
owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product,
process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or
otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement,
recommendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any
agency thereof. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein
do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States
Government or any agency thereof.
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NOMENCLATURE

-- c    specific heat of coolant

f   friction factor (as defined in McAdams' "Heat Transmission")

6                k     thermal .conductivity of coolant

K    "total thermal conductivity" including the effects of eddy diffusivity

T    temperature

V   average ceolant velocity

u    local axial velocity of coolant

w    rate of volume heat generation in fuel

y    distance from nearest solid boundary
(except where used to denote coordinate system)

78    one' half dlstance between two solid boundaries

B    dynamic viscosity of coolant

p    density of coolant

i
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I.  INTRODUCTION

A previous paper (ORNL 58-5-97) indicated a large peripheral temperature

variation in the GER-2. fuel elements.  The instability of the design diie to the

deflection of the rods resulting from this temperature variation was also estab=

lished  and it together with other . shortcomings resulting  from the non-uniformity

in surface temperature .leave much to be ·desired. The advantages of a septafoil

configuration, such as high surfate to-volume.ratio, short internal thermal path

and ease of fabrication. may be retained, however, if the channel is fluted and

better guidance thereby imparted to the coolant.  (See Fig. II)

To find the effect of scalloping the channel wall a study of a channel

having a flow area equal to that of the 3.25 in. diameter channel studied before

was iditiated.  The radius of the scallop was found by considering seven inde-

pendent channels, each with one centrally located fuel rod, sothat the annulus

between the rod and Fhannel wall rdpresented 1/7 of the flow area,in Fig. I.

e»\.
0  0 ShA)   4-5 »  -1/100
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Figure I 00

Figure Il
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The seven channels were centered on the vertices and center of a regular

hexagon and brought together until they merged.  Then they were brought

closer to each other until the flow area was once again equal to that of

          Fig. I.

II. METHOD OF ANALYSIS

The problem was solved as before by numerical methods utilizing a

code written for the IBM 704 digital computer.  In order to be consistdnt

with former assumptions variables were given the same numerical..values as

in the previous-analysis of the 3.25 in. dia. channel wherever possible.

The equations solved were

a [.     , 3Tl -LIK(x, y )-22.1 - ,  B T  ,                                                 (1)
-axlK<x,YJ-ax]           + ayl By 1 p   cpu( ]C·, y jaz    (x,y,z)     =   0

in the coolant and

2        2B T AT  w
2+2 + =0 in the fuel                          (2)

ax ay kUO2

together with the boundary conditions that 'demanded continuity of: heat

flux  across   the fuel surface   and   no heat fluk  at the channel  wall.      Here

x and y denote two orthogonal axes in the-plane of Fig. II whilez denotes

the dimension normal to this plane.

Assuming that the eddy diffusivity for heat ·flow is equal to the eddy
diffusivity of .momentum and that the fluid velocity ind its space derivitive
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depends on the distance a fluid particle is from the nearest wall according·
1

to the "universal velocity distribution" one finds that

K= .k- c p + 0.4(  ,/f/2 pvy(1 -Z)                                      (3)
Ya

A space averaged value of K was usqd after K(x,y) was calculated for the

fluid region,:the numerical value used being the. same' as the one used in
the circular chdnnel study.

The velocity of the fluid was considered to behave as though the.flow

between solid boundaries was the same as in a long straight tube with the
2boundaries acting  as the walls   of  the tube. The expression used for deter=

mining the velocity of the fluid at any point was

u = 5.5V ,  +  2.5V ,/  /2- ' 1n  PVY (4)

The axial temperature gradient,    aT/az,   in the coolant was· assumed. con-
stant-in x and y since it has been shown previously that a condition of

thermal e4uilibrium exists at the axial position in question.3  Since Eq. 1

was  solved at a particular' axial location,  aT/az (x,y,z) simply became  a

constant.

Equation 1 with the -simplifications noted aboye was then

_23  +  -4  - p 5 3/ u(x,y) = o (le)0 ... A azex- By
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III. DISCUSSION

Because of the large expenditure of time and money necessary to

consummate calculations such as the one done, only one channel size was

investigated.  As mentioned before, the free flow area of the channel

studied·is the same as that of the 3.25 in. circular-channel used in
previous computations and so a comparison of-the results obtained is

made with that case.

From Fig. III the improvement in surface temperature structure
I wrought by scalloping €he channel becomes :' dvident.  The variation of

temperature on the surface of the outer rods in the circular channel-·
is about 350'F whereas the variation for the·case of the scalloped chan-

nel is only 250'F.  Note thht the U.degrees" used in the abscissa of Fig.

,      III is .measured   from  axis  A-B   or  A' -B'    in  Fig.   I   and'  II.
Two other' advantages df a fluted channel over a circular channel

can be surmised from the figure.  One is that the average temperature of

the fuel rod surface is aDpreciably lower in the "clover leaf·" configura-
tion.  The other advantage (and perhaps most. important of all) is that the

maximum surface temperature on the rods in a scalloped channel is approxi-

mately 250IF less than in a circular channel of equal flow area for the
same heat flux from the fuel.

Turning to a comparison of Fig. IV with Fig. V it should be pointed

out that the values shown are not to be considered absolutely.accurate.

The·many approximations necessitated by-the available computer codes to-

gether with the simplifications required to solve the problem in finite

time Hakes an' exact analysis impossible. However, the trends that become

•         manifest by a comparison of the two cases is believed valid.  The tendency-

for the isotherms in the fluid to be more circular and follow the fuel rod.

surface in the fluted channel case is apparent and i  consistent with ex-

pectation.      Thus   it   is   seen  that the increased .guidance afforded  by   the

flutes around the outer rods increases the geometric symmetry of fhe con-

figuration with the anticipated improvement in performance.  The increased

symmetry of the fuel element configuration is the property that should be

1
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sought after.  It may be accomplished by actually fluting the channel or

inserting fluted graphite sleeves into circular channels.

Some mention has been made of using CO  as a coolant.  Preliminary

calculations show that a sleeve around the fuel element assembly will be

essential for such a system to avoid reactions ·between the gas and the

graphite moderator by having a by-pass flow on.the outside of the sleeve

(in this case the sleeve would be made of a ceramic material) to keep the

moderator below about 850'F.  Since a sleeve will be necessary in such a :.

case, the additional advantage of fluting the flow passage can easily be

attained.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the single calculation done, for a perhaps.arbitrary

choice of channel size, one may surmise the following for at least a limited

range of channel sizes:

(1)  Scalloping the channel leads to smaller, temperature variatidn arozind

the clad surface.  (In this case the variation was about 250'F compared to ap-

proximately 350'F for the circular channel).

(2)  Scalloping the channel lowers the maximum surface temperature real-

ized.  (Here the maximum surface temperature was decreased from almost 1500'F

for the circular channel to about 1225'F for the fluted channel).

(3)  Scdlloping the channel results in.lower average temperatures for the

fuel elements with no change in heat flux.  (In this case the average surface

temperature was decreased by approximately 100'F by fluting the channel).
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